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MONDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1972

,TE UNIVERSITY

Candidates For December
Degree Urged To Check List
Those Jacksonville State students
who are candidates for a degree in
December should carefully check the
following list.
Students should pay special.attention
to the list and make sure that (1) if they
plan to graduate, their name is on the
list; (2) if their name is on this list, that
it is spelled correctly diplomas are
ordered directly from this list ; and (3)
if their name is on this list and they do
because
not plan to graduate
diplomas are ordered from this list
students who do not graduate could be
charged for a diploma.

-

-

Students finding any error in the
below list should contact the Office of
Admissions and Records in Bibb
Graves, 1st floor, immediately:
Candidates for Bachelor of Science in
Education :
Sharon Webb Abrams, Debra Jane
Acker, Lula Elizabeth Thorpe
Aderholdt, Joe Mack Ammons, Gail
Jannette Avery, Brenda Mathis Baird,
Martha Ann Ball, J e r r y Michael
Barrentine, Susie Anne Bartley.
Barbara Langley Bedingfield,
Marsha Ann Bellomy, Ruth Edmondson
Birdsall,
Patti
R.
Blalock,Archie Dale Bone, Dorothy

Fwd And Nutrition
Council To
Sponsor Lecture

Live

The Chilites, a national known rock
group will present a 90 minute concert
on November 3td, here at JSU, in the

Leone Cole Auditorium. Tickets are $2.50 in advance with ID
and $3.50 to non-students, and free to allied arts card holders.
All tickets will be $3.50 a t the door.

The Council on Foods and Nutrition of
the American Medical Association
will, again this year, sponsor a series of
lectures to be presented a t a number of
colleges and univ~rsitiesacross the
country.
Coy D. Fitch, M.D., Associate
Professor of Internal Medicine at St.
Louis University School of Medicine,
will address students of Jacksonville
State University on November 1,1972 at
,q-L'tO r.T in -the al!ditorium nf .-the

Katherine Bridges, Frank Harold
Burgess, Jr.
Julia Lorraine Jackson Busby, Jamie
Taylor Causey, Michael H. Chandler,
Edward Brent Clifton, Sharon Ann
Cobb, Trena Maxine Cole, Doris Anita
Copeland.
Opal Roene Cunningham, Diane
Klelaine Davis, Gregory Davis, Janice
Irene Day, Dianne Tarpley Dempsey,
Elizabeth Day Dobbins, Paula Baker
Dodd, Mahala Joan Driver, Gail
Wiggins Edwards, Carol Janet Elmore,
Barbara Walters Evans, Bobbie Sue
Evans, Jean Faucett.
Betty Joyce Ford, Danny Dale
Fordham, Larry Randall Ginn, Dianne
Earline Godbey, Patricia Hooper
Gokey, Jeannie Carole Gore, Richard
E. Gosnold, Susan Roberts Gray, David
Lee Gregory, Rebecca Keith Guinn,
Rebecca A. Gunter, Judy Dianne
Guthrie, Susan Jane Gwin.
Nancy J. Goodwin Hallmark, Myra
Morrison Hand, Deborah Diane Harris,
Forrest Danny Harris, Merl L ~ v o ~
Haynes, Jr., Dona Irene Hembree,
Brenda Watson Hicks, Freida Boyd
Holcombe, Kay Baugh Hooker, Claude
Cornelius Hooper, Jr., Martha Jo
Howard, Debra Johansen Hughes,
Nedra Ann Hunt.

Rebecca Ryan Inmon, Patricia Ann
Irwin, Martha Gail Joiner, Lynell
Copeland Jones,
Raymond Lewis
Jones, Lynda Walker Jordan, Cynthia
Ann Kilgore, Janice Lee Kilpatrick,
Mitzi Marynelle Lamb.
Susan Meadows Leach, Mary Diane
Ledbe tter , Paula Higgins Lee, Jernmie
Randle Liles, Janis Dean Lipscomb,
Susan Igou Long, Natalie Ragusa
Maniscalco,
Deborah Jill Masters,
Peggy Yevick Mayfield, Allen Michael
McCoy, Caroline Sue McCoy, Julia
Dianne McDonald, Patricia Ann
McGee, Sandra Joy Meadows.
Mary Susan Mims, Brenda Joyce
Minor, Carolyn Medders Montgomery,
Lois Elaine M. Montgomery, Brenda
Scott Munhall, Carmen Kay Oney,
Sammie Gail Owen, Sandra Gayle
Parker, Sharon Elaine Parker,
Patricia Sue Patterson, Peggy
Lockridge Pearson, Larry Wayne
Pendley, J a m e s Howard Pirkle ,
Michael Earl Poole, Michael Lamar
Porter.
Deborah Jean Wyatt Reaves, Barbara Jean Richey, James Earl Robbins, Charles Edward Roberts, Judy
Elizabeth Roberts, John Wayne
(See LIST, Page 3)

Bikes On Campus
Cause No Problem
By DOTTY LAWRENCE
Despite the greatly increaseu
number of bicycle riders at JSU this
fall, Chief Murray of the Campus Police
reports that bicycles have actually
caused no traffic problems on campus.
Traffic congestion caused by bicycles
has not become a problem here as it has
on some other campuses in the country.
According to Chief Murray, the only
problem the campus police have had
with bicycle riders, is that some have
had to be cautioned about going the
.*,-
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Chief Murray advises that, for their
own protection, those riding bicycles at
night should have both front and rear
lights on their vehicles.
Bicycles are not required to be
registered with the police at JSU as
they are on some other campuses.
Chief Murray reports that this may be
required in the future so that the police
would have records showing ownership
of bicycles. These records would be
useful in case of theft. Murray does not
foresee cyclists' having to buy parking
,loonlo

and again
a t 7:00 p.m. in the Student Commons Auditorium. His talk is titled,
"Vitamin E , Who Needs It?"
Stud&% Commons Building

TO Vote
By CAR1 PHILLIPS
Richard Spenser, an Independent
and the head of the JSU effort to elect
Blount as the junior senator from
Alabama, urges JSU students to vote
for the right man, Blount and Nixon,
and not to vote a straight ticket.
Since he joined the effort last June
13, he has distributed both by mail and
by personal contact, with the assistance
of 30 others on campus, 4 different
brochures to 2500 Blount supporters and
to undecided students, as well as
identified those supporters who were
not registered or needed absentee
ballots.
Spenser feels that Blount should be
supported because he is a new dynamic
figure in the political arena, and that he
will create a definate two party system
in Alabama through votes and not
through the collection of money.
Spenser also feels that Blount has
sufficient experience in government
through his former post as Postmaster
General, during which time he advanced postal reforms which have been
needed "since the days of Benjamin
Franklin," and proved that a political
institution can be remolded into a
private, independent organization.
Blount says of welfare, "The present
system is a miserable failure. We need
a system that provided incentives to get
people who are able to work off welfare
rolls and onto payrolls."
Concerning f o ~ e i g n aid, Blount
asserts, "We've given military aid to
countries that have misused it, and
we've offered economic assistance to
other countries that have been uncooperative and even unfriendly in
return. THIS HAS TO STOP."
As to the matter of the environment,
Blount, through Spenser, says that
everything possible will be done to
reclaim our water, air, and lands. As to
Senator Sparkman's poor voting record
on the environmedt, Spenser suggests,
"Old people are geared to old ways and
it's time to change. This change will be
with Red Blount ."
Spenser, who is relatively inactive
with regards to the Nixon effort in
Alabama, states that the reason for this
is that, according to two major polls.on
campus, Nixon has the support of over
96 per cent of the JSU student
population. Moreover Spenser asserts
that the President is not campaigning
much because he works full-time, attending to the affairs of the whole
country.
As to the issues of Vietnam and of

Kissinger was not born a German, he
would - have been an excellant
President. As to the discontinued use of
Ike's name, he believes that not only
x e r e Korea and Vietnam two different
situations, but also that Nixon does not
need to use Ike's name as a crutch to
obtain more votes.
Concerning the assertion that the
Youth for Blount and the Youth for
Nixon a r e enticed and are not true
volunteers, Spenser counters that, in
his experience with the effort since he
joined, this lacks credibility, for
nothing of the sort was mentioned.
Finally Spenser states that the slogan
"RED CAN DO IT" means nothing
unless Blount is supported by the
people.
Further information can be obtained
from Bill Spenser or Qill Smith a t 124
Dixon Hall or 4354343.

POW-MIA, Blount, who wears one of
the bracelets and refuses "tause it as a
political football," states, "I support
the concept of
Vietnamization to
develop capability of the South Vietnamese to defend their country. We
should continue to withdraw American
Troops, but maintain a residual force
until all our prisoners of war are safely
returned."
As to the statements made by Carl
Crutchfield in the last issue of
the CHANTICLEER concerning the
efforts of Henry Kissinger and the
discontinued use of President.
Eisenhower's name in the campaign,
Spenser states that he tends to disagree
with these statements. He asserts that
Kissinger's
past
diplomatic
agreements were accomplished after
many said that the agreements could
not have been done; and that if

Jax State Holds
Annual Band Day
The annual Band Day a t Jacksonville
State University was held Saturday,
October 28.
Mr. Dave Walters, organizer of the
ever-growing event, welcomed over
thirty-five high school bands from the
states of Alabama and Georgia.
Each of the school bands performed
individually at Paul Snow Stadium
during the day.
The Marching
Southerners performed for the entire
group just before the mass band
program which was the final event in
the late Saturday afternoon program.
The tunes, "Swanee",, "Rock-A-Bye
My Baby" and "The Star Spangled
Banner" were performed by the mass
bands in the final performance of the
event which was open to the public.
Those bands which attended this

-

year's Band Day were: Ashville High,
Union County High, Sylvania High,
Cleburne County High, West End High,
Geraldine High, Ensley High, Chattooga High, West Side High, South Cobb
High,
Central High, Murray County High,
Ga., Ringgold High, Ga., Villa Rica
High, Ga., Dora High, Southside High,
Sardis High, Hokes Bluff High,
Adairsville High, Lafayette High, Ga.,
Trion High, Ga., West Rome High, Ga.,
Haralson County High, Ga., South
Cobb High, Ga., Jacksonville High,
Munford High, Columbia High,Ga.,
Model High, Ga., Litchfield Jr. High,
Henderson High, Ga., East Rome High,
Ga., Tarrant High, East Rome J r .
High, Ga., and Cedar Town High.

'

Concerts To Begin Nov. 9
Opening the 1972-73 season for the
Community Concert Association and
Jacksonville State University will be
one of the most delightful musical attractions ever to appear here.
"Operetta Tonight" is its title and the
event will take place on Nov. 9 a t 8 p.m.
in the Student Commons Auditorium a t
JSU.
A whole evening of best-loved
selections from famous operettas of the
19th and 20th centuries will be sung by a

.

quartet of young musicians who were
chosen from some of the leading opera
companies of the country.
The program promises to strike
many a note of nostalgia in memories of
older concertgoers and to inspire
younger music lovers to become better
acquainted with the romantic and
lilting songs of the past
There will be sings
- from the operettas
(See CONCERT, Page 3 ) .

The purpose of this program is to tell
students about recent developments in
health care and to try to stimulate
interest in medicine and allied health
fields. The schools involved all have
premedical or biological science
courses but a r e located outside the
influence of large medical centers.
Dr. Fitch will be available for informal discussions with interested
students and faculty during the day,
and specific arrangements a r e
available from Dr. Clark of the Home
Economics Department.
All interested students are invited to
the lectures.

Masque And
Wig To Give
Presentation
The Jax State Masque and Wig Guild
will present excerpts from its Drama
Lab on Monday evening, November 6,
a t 7:30 p.m. in the Roundhouse.
The presentation will feature pantomines, skits, and interpretative
music.
Acommittee composed of Bill Newby,
Linda Collier, George Houston, David
Royal, and John Charles Turner is in
charge of this event.
Admission is free.

chief Murray states that there are no
special rules for c.yclists on campus,
but that they should conform to road
laws. He states that cyclists should ride
on the right side of the road as motorist
do, and that it is preferable for them to
ride as far to the right as possible.

Far from considering the increased
pop~larityof cycling as a means of
transportation to be a problem , Chief
Murray encourages more students to
take up cycling. He sees it as a benefit
to students' health and a factor in
easing the parking problem on canlpus,

Police Academy
Opens A t JSU
Classes a r e now underway a t
Jacksonville State University for 24
police students attending the Northeast
Alabama Police Academy.
The academy is one of four in the
state, approved by the Law Enforcemen t Planning Agency.
Dr. Wendell L. Sowell, already a
faculty member a t the university, is
director of the academy.
James
Jackson, formerly assistant chief of
police for the City of Jacksonville, is
assistant director.
The purpose of the academy is to
train police to meet the Minimum
Standards Act, which requires all
policemen hired after Aug. 20, 1972, to
complete 240 hours of police courses in
a state approved academy.
These students will remain a t Jax

State for an estimated six weeks, and
then another group will attend the
sessions.
Dr. Sowell, upon opening the
academy this week, said, "We're
striving to train police officers to
perform their duties in the best possible
manner. To do this a policeman must
be able to think a problem through 1.1
the shortest possible time and plan his
actions accordingly."
He pointed out that the Minimum
Standards Act specifies that all future
policemen must attend such academy
training and "the act encompasses
officers on active duty and practically
any official who has the power of
arrest ."
The academy, according to Sowell
(See ACADEMY, Page 3)

Rifle Team
Defeats
Florence State
The Jacksonville State Rifle Team
played host to Florence State's
Rifle team last Saturday and came out
victorious with a score of 1282-1167.
George FranM was Jacksonville's top
shooter with a score of 266. The top four
team shooters were Mide
FitzGerald-260, Earl Gowan-257, Charles
Phillips-250 and Jim Selman-249.
The top shooter for Florence was
Watts with a score of 255. Their top four
shooters were Nosh-251, Frye-240,
Wilkes-219, and Speakman-202.
This coming Saturday October 28, the
Jacksonville Rifle Team will host
Marion Institute and Aujurn here. On
November 4, the Rifle Team will travel
to Atlanta to take on Georgia Tech and
Georgia State.

The first class of the Northeast Alabama Police Academy is now
underway at Jacksonville State University. The 24 police
students will attend for six weeks, and then another class will
begin. Shown from left, Malcolm Street, Jr., director of the university's Law Enforcement School; Dr. Wendell Sowell, director of the academy; Joe Beddingfield, of
the Jackson County Sheriff's Department; L. E. Hammrick, of Cadsden, coordinator of
Region Four of LEPA; and Rod Osborn, Scottsboro Police Department.

Police

2 Monday, October 30, 1972, CHANTICLEEh
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TRIVIA
To His "Coy" Anti-Nixonites
By Jim Harrington

Critical questions confront the eleven
million newly enfranchised voters
approaching the ballot box. Has the
man elected m a promise to end the war
broken faith with the American people?
Can the American people stomach the
war now that the color of the bodies has
changed? Has the sense of moral
outrage over Napalming and bombing
been exhausted? Do the nominations of
Carsweli and Haynesworth to the
highest court mark a planned retreat
from the commitment to racial justice?
Is the bugging of Democratic National
Committee Headquarters symptomatic
of an emerging Orwellian nightmare?
Has the Nixon administration sold out
to big business?
And what of the senator from South
Dakota? Will his economic proposals
Do the
bankrupt the economy?
Eagleton fiasco and the "refining" of
the proposals of the primaries portend
a presidency based on vacillation? Will
McGovern, by reducing the military
budget, diminish the diplomatic
flexibility of the U.S.?
Invite
agression? Pave the road to war?
The questions are, of course, loaded.
There are few simple answers. But
remove the vituperation and the inflated promises and four facts are
clear:
First: The candidates vying for the
presidency differ widely in idelogy and
outlonk. The potential voter cannot sit
h i s pne out on the grounds that the
chol e is between Tweedle Dum and
Twe le Dee.

9d

Second: The new voter who refuses
to cast a ballot is shirking the
responsibility which he claimed he
deserved. To refuse to vote or vote
casually is to solicit the disgust of those
who demanded the 18 year old vote. It
is also to invite the smuggest "I told you
so" in history from the cynics and the
sceptics.
Third: The college student cannot
choose to remain unaffected by the
direction of national leadership. If the
President of the United States chooses
to tolerate unemployment and underemployment, for example, the pH.D. of today will continue to be the cab
driver of tomorrow, and students with
B.S.'s and B.A.'s will continue to pour
into secretarial pools and factories.
Fourth: The establishment listens to
numbers. History will record that the
young rose up from the college campuses in search of a leader to end a war
they judged immoral. History should
record that the young also managed to
sensitize the nation to the need for
ecological balance, population control,
equal rights for minorities. By refusing
to vote, the student invites inattention
and guarantees that the interests of the
young will not be served.
The message is clear. An important
choice must be made. Those who use
the ballot November 7 will participate
in making it. Those who boycott the
ballot box will succeed only in ripping
themselves off.
The message is simple. Vote.

Friendly
Jacksonville State University prides
itself as the "friendliest campus in the
South." This idea, or obsession, is such
that the University even stamps this
motto on all of its official correspondence.
Friendliness, however, is not always
that trait which one finds on the Jax
State campus.

-

Last week when candidate for
Alabama senator, Winton Blount appeared on campus, he was generally
well received by the students of Jax
State.
One student, however, only a few feet
away from this distinguished guest,
made the remark, "If he comes near
me, I'll kick him."
gar- beliefs.
9

be respectful of all individuals.
It is extremely unfortunate that a
gentlemen such as Winton Bloyt would
or could ever be exposed to such
rudeness. It is more unfortunate to
think that if Mr. Blount was to ever be
exposed to such disrespectfullness, that
it would happen while visiting the
"FFRIENDLIEST CAMPUS IN THE
South."
It is absurd to think that just because
a student is enrolled at Jacksonville
State University that he will fall into
such a "friendly" stereo-type. It is
extremely dissappointing, also, to think
that those who rebel from this idea. to
the degree that they make snide
remarks in the presence of a former
presidential cabinet member would be
a wpular and well-known student

There are times when having a title
such as "Trivia" for this column limits
me somewhat in the extent to which I
am able to deal with anything in the
column that isn't trivial. This is not one
of those times. Last week's "Leditors"
section of the CHANTICLEER has
blessed me with a topic that would
warm the heart of even the most devout
"Trivialist." I am referring k, the
letter from Mr. Elmer W. Coy which

appeared
in the October 24 issue of this
-paper
The basic thesis of the letter was not
anything truly remarkable or controversial; the thesis was that Mr.
Nixon should not be reelected. Of
course, this is a view held by quite a few
Americans, most of whom have valid
reasons for their belief. It is the
reasoning Mr. Coy used in arriving at
this conclusion that I found to be worth
0-0-

By Robert Cotton
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-noting if only as a study in absurdity.
Let me outline Mr. Coy's reasoning for
you :
Premise One: Mr. Nixon made a
prejudi6ial statement about the Charles
Manson trial. Therefore, Mr. Nixon is
mentallv deficient.
Premise Two: Mr. Nixon ordered the
strategic neutralization of Communist
bases of operation in Cambodia.
Therefore, Mr. Nixon is "a mental
case."
Premise three: Mr. Nixon went to
"that monument" at 5 a.m. to speak
with (and try to reassure) protestors
there:
Therefore, Mr. Nixon is
emotionally abnormal.
Premise Four: Mr. Nixon phoned
Coach Shula of the Miami Dolphins at 1
a m . to discuss a football play (and, by
the way, to wish him luck in the Sugar
Bowl). Therefore, Mr. Nixon
"displayed mental weakness."
Premise Five : Many men have died

in Vietnam since Mr. Nixon took office.
Therefore, Mr. Nixon is getting away
with "murder" and is analogw to Adolf
Hitler.
Conclusion: Mr. Nixon is "the worst
example of a president we have, ever
had" and if we replace him we "can't
make much of a mistake."
The only redeeming quality I can find
in Mr. Coy's arguments is that they are
laughable. They represent logic
used to an absurd degree. Lewis
aroll would be green with envy if
Elmer Coy's intention had been
satirical. But it wasn't.
There are strong, valid arguments to
be formed in support of either side of
this year's political choice. I might
suggest to our "Coy". anti-Nixonite that
if -you decide s&iously where your
political stand is, back that stand up
with all of the facts you can obtain, and
order those facts toward a logical
conclusion, then, "you can't make
much of a mistake."

FY"
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Values"
It is my contention that student
priorities are very much misplaced at
Jacksonville. For instance, three years
ago one of the biggest issues concerned
the quality of toilette paper issued by
the University. Many students complained that this was the cause of
economic inconvenience in that they
were compelled by the sensitivity"of
their respective derriers to buy a more
sensitive (one might say sympathetic)
tissue. Fortunately, the University took
decisive action, bought up quantities of
a less papery material and, thereby,
averted an impending crisis.
During this same year, the President
of the SGA was determined on a course
of action to bring dignity to the
deliberations of the Student Senate.
The President demanded that all those
in attendence at SGA meetings be
required to wear a coat and tie. The
SGA duly gave in and as a result,
recognized one of the most clearly
cherished principles of ineffective
government, i.e., that when there exists
a choice between dignity and freedom,
freedom must in all cases be made
subsceivient.
One thing, moreover, which has
continuously amused me, is the
universal claim of all candidates for
SGA offices, is that they will endeavor
to fight the administration "tooth and
nail" throughout any coming 12-month
period. This is, of course, never
seriously meant. After all, how can any
President be independent, when dl of
his funds are given either directly or
indirectly by the university. The truly
serious candidate for office (i.e., the
one who most probably would actually
be able to accomplish something given
L
*
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student body in that overly facile
rhetoric has been and is being substituted for knowledge and a comprehensive search for better alternatives.)
In any case, the SGA is probably right
in its unstated proposition that student
emotions come much cheaper than
student awareness.
The whole point, though, is that the ,
SGA is an ornamental organization
which wastes itself on matters having
no substantive import. It is actually a
credit to the administration of the
University that the SGA was not long
ago discarded as being an economically
unfeasible drain on the University
budget.
One example of its ornamentality is
that of homecoming. This is hardly the
function which is theoretically, supposed to help mold university policy
regarding the student body.
My
reasoning, in effect, is simple.
Homecoming has, as its priiary
function the attraction of alumni attention and, more importantly, alumni
money. Its secondary purpose is to
provide students with a convenient
extra excuse for getting drunk and
smoking pot. Therefore, it is only
logical that the university (and not a
Student Committee with a chairman
appointed by the President of the SGA)
be entirely responsible for the administrative details of homecoming.
In that the general atmosphere of
homecoming contributes to student
debauchery, students should help out
through the nature and hoc committees. In no case, though, should
student assistance be expected as a
simple matter of cause. For, in
essence, homecoming is a medieval

P;EGuLAR
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Speed
The Traffic Department here at Jax
State should be commended on its fine
job of giving traffic tickets. I would
dare say that any student who parks in
the wrong zone will be given a ticket if
he remains there over thirty minutes.
The greater problem on campus,
however, is that of wreckless driving.
Lack of crosswalks in n m k r o u s busy
places on campus cause hazardous
situations for all students who walk to
and from classes.
Also the traffic lights, or more
precisely, walk lights, do not work.
Even when the light changes to red, the
corresponding "Walk" light does not

work.
The job done by the Traffic officers
on campus, as I have said, is superb.
The officers, however, should spend
more time enforcing speed lirniQ and
watching out for wreckless driving
before somewhere and sometime,
someone gets killed.
Traffic officers should definitely
continue to give tickets and regulate
parking, however, the present need
seems to be that of slowing down the
hurried Jax State students.
How many deaths do you know of that
have resulted from parking in a wrong
zone ?

The CHANTICLEER III is published every Tuesday by the students of Jacksonville
State University.

All statements or opinions expressed within are strictly those of individuals and are
not to be construed as official positions of the University itself.

students that he would cooperate with
the administration to the limits of his
ability in the search for a better student
environment.

'

This would have the salubrions effect
of not wasting student energy and
emotion. (It's ironic that, most likely
the most hated byt least known institution on campus outside of the
administrative wing of Bibb Graves, is
Food Service. In both cases, a
disservice has been perpetrated on the

cluding those opnions differing from editorial policy.

ca Inrnon, Lillian
old Ragland, Earl
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21201 Quintard Avenue--Anmiston
and ALL Birmingham Locations
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LEDITORS
Dear JSU STUDENTS AND
FACULTY :
I hope you will join me in supporting
Red Blount in the General Election for
the U.S. Senate on November 7th.
I have met Mr. Blount and was very
impressed that a man of his stature
would take the time to answer my
questions in such detail. Herimpresses
me as a man who gets the job done
when he starts one and his record in
Washington and here at home backs
this up. I think we need fewer
politicians in Washington and more
citizens concerned with getting the job
done.
Mr. Blount has worked with the
Congress while he was Postmaster
General and saw first hand the need for
reform in the way our country is
managed in Washington. He would like
to make our government more
responsive to the needs of the people
and I believe that Red can do it if
anyone can.
I hope that you will support our efforts to get Red Blount elected.
Sincerely,
Cheri Atkinson, SGA Treasurer;
Shirley Sunburg, SGA Secretary; Bill
Smith, Senior ClassiAPresident ; Ricky
Vam, Sophmore Class President; Gary
McBay, Senior Class Senator; Forrest
Robinson, President Delta Chi
Fraternity; Pam Holmes, President
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority; Dick Spencer,
President Kappa Sigma Fraternity;
Mary Collins, President Phi Mu
Sorority; Larry Ezekiel, Advance
Relations.

As the student press, the CHANTICLEER I11 attempts to provide an open t o m tor
unfettered eqxession of opinion within the boundaries set by law and good taste, in-

in that no real American "QueenMeven if elected-has any real hope of
presiding over the events of the
homecoming week.
Although I have not sufficiently
stated my case, I sincerely hope that
the cynicism expressed is enough to
show that our collective values as a
student body are somehow ineffectual.
In any case, I shall continue discussing
this matter in future articles.

Editor, CHANTICLLER:
There's no good reason in the world
for Jacksonville State's not having a
wrestling team this year. "Lack of
facilities and money," my rear!
All we would need, besides enough
men to participate in the sport, is one
wrestling mat, which would probably
cost around $2,000-barely a fraction of
what is spent on many activities at JSU.

Even if the school couldn't afford
spending a meager two thousand
there's always a way to improvisesewing old mattresses together for
instance.
Uniforms would be no problem. Any
kind of rags can be worn to practice in.
Since wrestling has become such a
popular sport, there are probably many
(See LEDITORS,Page 4)

One Thousand Seats Have Been Reserved For lax State Students For
The JSU-Samford Game.
These Seats Will Be Sold For $30° Until All Are Taken. After These
Are Sold, Seats Will Be The Regular Price Of $4001
Tickets Are Available At The Student Auxilary Services Offices In
Student Commons.
The Calhoun County Theater Is Offering A Special Discount
To JSU Students.
Students May Purchase Tickets From The SGA Which Are
Regularly $1" For On!y $lool
~icketsAre Good For Any Showing.
L

List
Robertson, Frances Jennifer Robinson,
Vickie Dianne Robinson, Gordon Keith
Rogers, Theresa Ann Amberson
Russell, Shirley Womack Saint, Martha
Rose Sanders, John D. Sargent, Jr.,
Jackie Norman Sasser, Billy Charles
Shelton.
Rita Jo Shirley, Doris Claudette
Smith, Frances Gail Smith, Kandy
Gant Smith, Linda Camp Smith,
Pearline Knight Smith, Susanne Smith,
Janice AM Stephens, Jerry Morton
Stewart, Ouida Loette Stewart,
Patricia Wilder Stewart, Jerry Taylor
Still, Charles Clayton Tate, Shirley
Loretta Taylor, Nancy Louise
Thrasher.
Nancy Estes Todd, Paula Ann Tullis,
Susan Patricia Cone Underwood,
Thomas E. Walker, Luther Dale Welsh,
Linda Maxine Whisenant, Janet Marie
White, Walter Robert White, Jr.,
Florence Jane Williamson, Judy
Cornelia Wilis, Cheri Hue Wray,
Bernie Lee Yates.
Candidates for Bachelor of Science :
Gregory Steven Adams, John Daniel
Aderholdt, Marvin E a r l Andrews,
Stephen Leon Armstrong, Danny
Forrest Ashley, Kenneth Lavern
Barber, Michael Martin Barrett,
Rickey Darrel Basden, Elizabeth Wills
Battles, Corlis Sandord Berry, 111, Jack
Leroy Bewley, Jr., Steven Craig Boner,
Robert Lee Bowen, Christopher Robert
Bowman, Clark Davis Britt.
Patricia Buchanan Brown, Ronald
Ray Brunson, William Thomas Bryant,
James D. Buchanan, Jr., Nellie Sue
Burke, Donna Elise Butts, James Alan
Callahan, Anita Hestley Cardwell,
Gary Wayne Cardwell, Larry Joe
Carnes, Charles E. Carr, Jr., Bobbie
Gail Carter. Ronald D. Chambless,

John Talmaldge Chappell.
Martha Elizabeth Chappell, Hugh D.
Chitwood, Margaret Ada Christopher,
Kenneth Wayne Clark, John Franklin
Coker, Mary Ella Collins, Paul Ray
Cook, Vincent Michael Costanza,
Daniel Richardson Currie, Larry D.
Dalton, James William Davis, Jr., John
Frederick Edwards, Michael Carey
Ford, Larry Reves Fox.
George Hugo Frankl, Raymond Hill
Fraser, Jr., Ronald Alan Fussell,
Phillip Layne Gambrell, Douglas Ray
Giles, Michael Warren Gilliam, Earl
Harrington Gowan, J a m e s W.
Hadaway, Frank Boykin Haggard,
Charles Herbert Hail, Benny Lynn
Hamlin, Ray Vinton Hartwell, Jr.,
Raymond William Hembree, Frank
Bruce Henderson, Alan Jason Hicks.
Carol Marie Hill, Robert Marshall
Holley, Jr., Ronnie Dale Holmes,
Peggy Lee Hood, Jacquelyn Christine
Hornsby, Kenneth Allen Howell,
Charles Thomas Hurst, James Danny
Inrnon, John William Jolly, Danny Ray
Kemp, James Terry Kemp, Terry
Michael Kendrick, John Alan Kidd,
Bennington Stephen King, 111, Charles
Michael King.
Linda Sue King, Steven Michael
Kirby, John Porter Lacock, Elizabeth
Anne Lanier, Alan Rogers Laros,
Richard Scott Leach, Samuel Jerome
Levio, Susan Marie Leydecker,
Michael Edward Logan, Helen Loo,
Douglas James Looney, Miriam Thorpe
Lumpkin, Steven Alan Manley, Rickey
Grant Marshall, Jimmy Franklin
Martin.
Kenneth Lynn Martin, James Carter
May, Arthur R. McDaniel, Virgil
Eugene McGrady, Paulette Susan
McMillan, Charles Howard McNair,
Juanita Mims, Loy Steven Mitchell, Jr.,
Jerry Wayne Morrison, Thomas Odell
Newman, John Steven Northrup,
Danny Bryant Nunnelly, June Anecia
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Parker, Paul Lee Parker, Philip Ray
Parris.
James Eugene Patterson, Jackie
Wayne Peek, Kenneth Ray Pell,
Thomas Randall Perry, Charles Anthony Piazza, Virginia A. Prestridge,
Lanier Ferris Pruitt, Danny Frank
Pugh, Joseph Keith Raines, Susan
Smith Rainey, Richard Reid, Thomas
Vann Roberson, Forrest W. Robinson,
James L. Saint, Gayle Douglas Sams,
Maged Ali Sandouka.
Norman John Schillaci, Michael
Charles Sharp, Richard Lee Sherman,
Jr., Sam Anthony Sicola, Buddy Larry
Smith, Gregory Lee Smith, Jackie L.
Spears, Kenneth L. Stowe, Rex Wayne
Thornton, Vicki Lynne Traina, Thomas
Norman Trowbridge, Billy Don Tuck,
James Robert Tyson, Patricia Leverett
Upchurch.
William L. Valentz, Terrell Dee Vick,
Joseph Earl Walden, Hilda Kay Wall,
Ronald Dennis Westbrook, Billy Mack
White, Catherine Ann White, Dawson
E. White, Jr., Rodney William Whited,
Bonita Lee Williamg, Gordon Lanny
Williamson, Lester Arnold Wilson,
Peen Goodwin Wilson.
Donald Maurice Woodard, Lester
Leroy Wright, 111.
Candidates for Bachelor of Arts:
Randall Keith Absher, William John
Baker, Oliver Douglas Beard, Jr.,
Beverly Louise Bethea, Margaret
Hinds Boone, Robbie Nell Boswell,
Derry Lynn Clay, Sherry Kay Clemons,
Gary Lynne Coleman, Robert Hugh
Cotton, Linda Charlene Clifton Currie,
Michael Thomas FitzGerald,Charles
Michael Goad, Thomas Carl Grant,
Douglas Virgil Hamil.
Gwendolyn Summerville Harris,
Mildred Dianne Harrison, Dorothy
Martin Holcomb, Charlyn Renell
Hubbard, Sandra Lynn Jones, Lillie
Law, J a m e s Edward Lemaster,
Kenneth Eugene Lett, Deborah Elaine
Little, Robert Lynn Marcurn, Larry Joe
McCardle, Mary Sewell Mitchell,
Blanca Aurora Morales.
Annette Morris Morrison, Linda Lu
Mullinax, Shirley Broadnax Munford,
Barney C. Nickelson, David Lawrence
Normand, Douglas Stuart Owen, Gary
A. Phillips, James Rhodes Ragsdale,
Carol Boullemet Rementer, David Ray
Royal, Ann Nabors Sexton, James
Douglas Slater, Robert Larry Smith,
Donita Sue Stewart.
Paula Maria Story, Patricia Dianne
Throneberry, Donna Anderson Todd,
Harold Rickey Tucker, Steven Dolphus
Tyree, Charles Michael Vacarella,
Brenda Ann Wheeles, Jerry Mike
White, Thomas Michael Whitley, Patsy
'Littlejohn I Wilson, Catherine Lorelle
Woodham, Carolyn AM Zicarelli.
Candidates for Master of Science in
Education :
Thelma Greene Alexander, A. L.

Bonds, Jane McClellan Borden, Jerry
Wilson Brooks, Connie Tanner
Burleson, Julia Price Burroughs,
Sophia Doris Angel Calhoun, Myra
Crawford Character, Carole L.
Cooksey, Ira Joe Crawford, Kaye
Lancaster Daivdson, Robert Eugene
Davis, Gail Mayo Dickson, Mildred
Mosley Donald, Joyce Crumpton
Dryden, Brenda Mitchell East, Bobby
Mac Junkins, Martha Tarpley Knight.
Shirley Anne Little, Andrea Lipham
MacTaggart, Priscilla McCormack,
Beverly Jane Miller, Robert Luther
Morton, Marian Ann Nyman, Alves P.
Parton, Jr., Jerry Doran Smith, Anita
Lynn Sparks, Ann C. Stone, Beverly
Penton Taylor, Terrell Jack Tinney,
Joanna Kathryn Titshaw, Julia Ann
Waldrep, Julie Seale White, Charlotte
Lucile Whitley.
Nancy Loyd Branum, Dorothy Black
Hendrix, Priscilla Clough Larnbert,
Alice Nabors Mayes, James F. Mitchell, Virginia Jean Callaway Sexton,
Martha Lee Smith.
Candidates for Master of Science:
James Monroe Coverstone, 111, John
Calvin Turner, Gladys Carson
Williams.
Candidates for Master of Business
Administration :
Michael Caywood Allen, James F.
Benson, Robert A. Brown, Gerald
Wayne Burns, Terry Leon Clark,
Tommy Charles Coalson, Tan Tsun
Fong, Albert Jackson Fowler, James
Ronald Garner, Ronald Eugene Hays,
Philip Edward Holladay.
Cpt. John Edward Holverson, Phelan
Arthur Kendrick, William Frederick
Koehler, David Lawrence Martin,
Levon Martin, Dennis Russell Morgan,
Jimmy Wayne Morrison, Billy Gene
Osborne, Thomas McClendon Owens,
Jr., Grady Franklin Parker, Jr.,
Charles William Roe, Ronald Sam
Sibert, Thomas Sims, Jr:
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Concert
of Victor Herbert, Sigmund Romberg,
Rudolf Frirnl, Jerome Kern, George
Gershwin, representing the lyrical
American stage; Forrest and Wright
(Song of Norway), Johann Strauss, and
Jacques Offenbach, reminiscent of
Paris and Vienna.
Following this will be Hodgens and
Howard, piano duo, Feb. 10; Guy
Lombardo Orchestra, Mar. 8; Dorian
Woodwind Quintet, April 4.
All concerts will be in the Student
Commons Auditorium except the Guy
Lombardo Orchestra, which will appear in the Leone Cole Auditorium.

I

-

Academy
will ?ffer courses which cover virtually
every area of police work and police
related problems from defensive
tactics to community relations.
.He said police and law enforcement
experts in various fields have volun'teered to teach the academy, which
covers 23 North Alabama Counties and
operates on a $123,000 grant from
LEPA.

I

Is $50 too much to pay for a ten-speed
less than 7 months old? If not, Call 8315673 after 5:30 p.m.

I

Underaround I
G ? c h UibL till 5.

1

JIMYOUNG GurdesYour Head SIX N~ghtsaWeek

I '
"

M0N.-WED:FRI.9:30 PM-5 AM * TL:THUR. IOPM-5 AM * SATURDAY 9 PM-5 AM

1

"ROTC pays me $100 a month for each school month.
Then if I desire to make the Army a career it pays me over
$8,000 a year to begin with."
"As a veteran enrolled in College ROTC I can choose the
type of duty after graduation as a second lieutenant, and I
can choose between two years active duty or active duty for,
training for two months."
"As a veteran I received tonstructive credit
for the first two years of ROTC."

/

; : n i

U. S. M N E CORPS OFFICER SELECI'ION TEAM VISITS CAMPUS
The United S t a t e s brine Corps l d c s chiefly t o colleges and
universities for men with the potential. t o lead ?'k;rines; i
, its
officers,
Because mst Mine Corps o f f i c e r p m p m require a
bachelor' s degree before c d s s i o n i n g , P b r i n e s v i s i t college campuses
t o interview possible o f f i c e r candidates; they a . never there t o seek
e n l i s t e d recruits or e n r o l l students in p r o p a m which would interrupt
their education, Simply stated, the Marine Corpst policy i s "Stay in
School" 6

W
e want "Leaders'1. The objective of t h e M n e Corps leadership
program i s t o develop in each Marine those q u a l i t i e s which w i l l enable
him t o assum greater responsibilities t o t h e Marine C q s and t o
society,
The Marine Corps has a pmg;~mespecially designed f o r t h e college
It is a propam which allcws one t o continue h i s education w h i l e
developing his leadership a b i l i t i e s . A great number of Mwiine Corps
o f f i c e r s obtain their c o d s s i o n e d rank -through this s
m training
program known as t h e Platcon Leaders Class (PLC), which has both ground
and aviation options.

man.

For complete d e t a i l s see the Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer on
C ~ U a
St
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4 Monday, October 30, 1972,CHANTICLEE,RPresident Kennedy had the good sense
a high tax
to realize what such
did to businesses that were barely
elsing out a profit-which is most of
those few businesses that survive.
So Senator McGovern's interest in
men at Jax State who would love to
Alabama is shown by the fact that his
learn and compete and many others
daughter came here, huh?
Well,
who would love to continue where they
President Nixon has sent his daughter,
left off in high school.
his Vice-President, his Secretary of
Putting this thing off for another year
Agriculture (who, by the way, most
or two doesn't make any sense at all.
Alabama farmers agree is the best
There are men who would like to
Secretary of Agriculture that this
participate who will be graduating in a
country has ever known and who
year or two.
Senator
McGovern led the fight against
Who knows? There might be some
in the senate), and Senator Goldwater.
potential olympians running around
Senator McGovern doesn't care about
this campus. Could Jax State stand
Alabama because he knows he will get
THAT?
fewer votes<here than in any other
Sincerely,
state, and his remarks during the
Butch White
Carswell-Haynsworth confirmation
Student
fights show that he is visciously bigoted
Dear Editor:
against Southerners.
The article "Crutchfield Urges
The American people can be fooled.
Students to Vote Straight Ticket" in the
Any people can fall victim to a fast
October 24 CHANTICLEER contains
talking visionary who plans to solve all
several misrepresentations and a few
of the problems of the world with the
outright fallacies.
push of a magic button-or the passage
According to the article, "McGovern
of a magic law. But this year, George
further asserts that while Nixon claims
McGovern can't talk fast enough to fool
to be a peace candidate, he asks for the
even a three-year old.
largest defense budget in U.S. history."
Let us trace the development of some.
If Senator McGovern does assert this,
of Senator McGovern's views:
then he isn't very well informed on
Welfare: "I propose that every man,
defense matters. Due to President
woman, and child receive from the
nix on'^
support of efficiency
federal government an annual
programs, and the cutting of red tape,
payment ...At the present time a
and his gigantic troop withdrawals
payment of almost $1,000 per person
from Vietnam, the defense budget
would be required."-Sen. McGovern,
between Fiscal Year 1969 and 1973 fell
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Jan. 19,
$3 billion, which, in terms of constant
1972.
buying power, is the lowest since 1951.
The $1,000 per person figure is only
During the Nixon Administration, the
"one suggestion and it may have been a
defense budget has been cut by a thirdmistakev--NEW YORK TIMES inthe sharpest cut since World War 11,
terview, June 7, 1972.
and our manpower levels are at the
"He'll (McGovern) stay with the plan
lowest point since 1950. Yet during the
that will be very similar to that ($1,000
last four years of the Johnson Adper person plan) in dollars...it'll be
ministration, Defense spending rose $32
based around $1,000, it may be a little
billion. Senator McGovern wants to cut
more for adults and a little less for
our Defense budget to $54.8 billion for
children. But that basic principle that
1975, a move which Senator Hubert
he enunciated through the primary
Humphrey says would cut out "not just
campaign is certainly one that he'll
the fat, but the very muscle of our
stand by."--McGovern aid, Frank
defense." The Brookings Institute,
Markieurcy, "Thirty minutes With.. .",
using study methods developed by
June 29, 1972.
McGovern advisor Charles Schutze,
"And I think we made a mistake in
has determined the lowest safe Defense
trying to present a full-blown program
budget to be $86 billion-11.2 billion
before we had all the facts that we
more than Senator McGovern's
needed. But nobody's getting killed by
suggestion.
it."'--Sen.
McGovern,
Senator McGovern would like to
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER interview, July 11, 1972.
"(help) the ordinary citizen avoid
"This business about the $1,000 grant
heavy taxes by plugging loop-holes that
to everybody. He (The loss of the
allow large businesses to escape paying
California delegates) would be such an
share."
Yet the Senator, in the
infuriating , dissillusionary
McGovern encyclopedia, proposes no
exless than twelve new "loopholes," for
perience ...that I would repudiate the
such purposes as getting people to
whole process. I would f i n as an Inmove to rural areas. But all "loopdependent, or support someone else on
holes" have a good reason behind theman Independent ticket."-LIFE, July 7,
-whether it is giving tax breaks to
1972.
people who live in rural areas, or giving
"A good Democrat doesn't run away
oil depletion allowances so the prices of
from his party any more than a good
soldier runs away from his country."gas and oil won't skyrocket. Sen.
. --

1972.
(In 1948 McGovern supported
Communist-backed Henry Wallace
against Democrat Harry Truman).
Abortion: "Abortion is a private
matter which should be decided by a
pregnant woman and her doctor."TIME magazine, June 26, 1972.
"There has to be some regulation and
that I would leave to the states: I'm not
advocating abortion on demand."CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR,
July 17, 1972.
South Carolina Challenge : I promise
"full and unequivocal support for the
Challenge." NEWSWEEK, July 24,
1972.
"...that that (South Carolina
Challenge) was not a risk worth
taking. ".."A conversation with the
McGoverns,"-PBS-TV, July 26, 1972.
Sincerely,
Steve Allen
JAX Student
Editor,
AS a "walking member" of the
Jacksonville State Uni*rsity student
body, I wish to encourage all students to
be extremely careful when crossing
streets.
Many students who drive compIetely
ignore pedestrians in the crosswalks.
Going to class each day has become
quite a challenge-you never know if
you'll make it.
Why can't policemen who give tickets
for parking illegally also control the
speed demons who plague this campus?
Sincerely,
Ann Rowals
Editor:
What I want to bring up is becoming a
very boring issue. Not one day passes
without hearing complaints about the
cafeteria and the food there, and the
sad thing is, that these complaints are
not without ground. I want to point out
these complaints, suggest some improvements and mention one positive
event in my cafeteria- experience.
1. The quality of the food is definitely
not satisfactory. Many of m y friends
have been complaining about upset
stomachs after eating the cafeteria
food. I can claim that the cafeteria
food, most probably, is the cause of the
stomach problems, as the stornacbs
have settled after eating other food, but
have gotten upset again after going
back to the cafeteria food.
I have been served sour soup on one
occasion, and a peach that had turned
bad another time. The nutritionvalue of
the food is also highly questionable.
The vegetables are so well done, that it
is very hard to believe that there are
any vitamins left. Thenumber of salads
you can take, is limited to one, and no
fresh fruit is served for desert any
longer. Also it isn't very often we are
served pure meat, without filler. I have
also been wondering, if the food
.
-.
.
.
.
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tickets, we would like to able to sue
them. It has happened that on corning
to Cole cafeteria, there have been a
note to tell us that the food would be
served in Self. The same thing has
happened with the times, on which the
food would be served on weekends. I'll
give an example. Saturday dinner is
usually served 5:00-5:30. on Saturday
Oct. 21, this had been changed to 4:305:OO. The notice about this came up
before Saturday lunch, but it is a well
known fact that many students miss
lunch on Saturdav. Even manv of the
students who h a i gone to lunch that
morning, claimed that they had not
seen the notice, because it was partly
covered by another notice. The result of
this was that a number of people missed
dinner, that night.
3. We buy meal tickets. Our I.D.'s
are checked each time we get into the
cafeteria, and we can get in only once
each time a meal is served. we are
being served an amount of food, which
is limited. That food we have payed for,
and it belongs to us. Still we are not
allowed to use our ~ r o w r t vas we like
to. If I can't finish 6 y whole meal while
I'm in the cafeteria, but want to bring it
with me to finish it later, I'm not
allowed to do that. I'm supposed to
throw my food away whether I want to
or not. I find that very unlogical and
unfair.
About the quality of the food. More
pure meat prepared with less grease.
The vegetables prepared with less
butter and flour. No limit on the amount
of salad you want to eat, and fresh fruit
for desert.
About the times and the place, when
and where the weekendmeals are going
to be served. The information could be
~ublishedin the newsDaDer each week.
k d in addition to that, &operly posted
in the cafeteria, at least one day in
advance.
A
~ the
U rule,
~ that says that we can't
take food out from the cafeteria. The
food we have payed for, &d belongs to
us, is taken away from us, without our
agreement. I don't quite know what to
call that impolite? Illogical? legal? I
just hope the rule will be taken away
very soon.
The nicest day I've eaten in the
cafeteria, so far, was on lunch Tuesday
Oct. 17. Being able to take whatever

you wanted, in the exact amount you
wanted. The food was also better. The
roastbeef not so dry, and the ham done
withoutall that butter. I hope there will

be changes to the better in a short
amount of time.
Yours sincerely,
Kerstin Adell

11 A.M. - 1 A.M.
Everyday
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Discover the World on Your

Order Mums Now

SEMESTER AT SEA

The Jacksonville State Accounting
Club met on October 18. 1972.
Finally plans are being made for the
annual flower sale for homecoming.
This year the flowers are of a larger
variety than of previous years. The
price this year is $2.50. Now is the time
to place your order. See your local
Accounting Club Representative or call
Doug New at 435-4368, Donnie Ford at
435 3268. or Etha Rice a t 435-3635.

Sails each September & February

C o m b ~ n eaccredited study with
educational stops In Afr~ca,Australasla and the Orlent. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already exper~encedthls rnternational program. A wlde range of
f~nancial aid IS available. Write
now for free catalog:
WCA. C h a ~ m a nColleae. Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666

Kl
Roadmaster

Absorbers

Students May Nominate Their Favorites For Mr.
and Miss lax State And Mr. and Miss Friendly
This Week (Tuesday-Friday) In The Office Of Student

Famous "SMITHY'S'' MUFFLER
Fiberglas Packed $888
Solid seamless case
of cold roll steel.

Affairs. Students To Qualify For Mr. and Miss lax
State Must Be A Senior. In Order To Be Eligible For
Mr. and Miss Friendly, Students Must Be A Regularly
Enrolled Student.
All Nominees Must Be In Good Standing With The
University.
Elections For These Offices Will Be Held On November 14

$8?.

Longlife
Bonded Brake Shoes
-

Most Cars
Wheels

Replace Worn, llnsafe Brake Shoes.
Longlife genuine h n b d bnke shoes give 25% more h k i n g area,
50% more lining depth
Installation at most stores, $1000 per set, most cars.

Grease Job $loo
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SGA Constitutional Admendment
The present Student Government
Association Constitution provides that
amendments to the constitution be
published in two consecutive issues of
the CHANTICLEER in order for the
students to evaluate the proposed
amendments.
The following amendments were
brought before and passed by the
Senate on April 3,1972:
ARTICLE VII- ELECTIONS ANL
QUALIFICATIONS
SECTION 1- QUALIFICATION FOR
ELECTIVE OFFICERS
F CLASS OFFICERS
(6) Each candidate for a class officer shall run for only one office at a
time.
(7) Each candidate for a graduate
class officer shall be a registered
student of the JSU graduate school or
accepted by the program on or before
the day in which he will take office.
ARTICLE
VIII- VACANCIES,
RESIGNATION, AND REMOVALS
SECTION 3 - REMOVAI,
(1)-Any elected officer of the Student
Government Association, or Student
Senator, may be removed by the
Student Senate for any neglect of duty
misconduct, evidence of which shall be
provided by the University Administration, or by any member of the
SGA who files written charges. A threefourths majority of the entire voting
membership of the Senate shall be
necessary to remove any officer or
senator of the SGA. Appointed officers
may be removed at the pleasure of the
Presideht of the SGA with a confirmation of a majority vote of the
Student Senate.

-

-

-

(2) The Vice-President, Secretary,
and Treasurer of a class may be
removed by the class for any neglect of
duty or misconduct, evidence of which
shall be provided by the University
Administration, or by any member of
the class who files charges with the
president of the class. A majority vote
of those present a t a meeting called two
weeks in advance for this purpose shall
be required to remove these officers.

-

submitted with five (5) days after installation of new executive officers.
SECTION 9 Any committee which
terminates their business prior to the
appointment of the chairman will
submit their reports to the Senate
within thirty (30) days after the termination of business for approval and:
to the forwarded to the chairman upon
his appointment.
SECTION 10 The annual report will
be published before the last day of the
Winter semester and will be kept on file
as the official S.G.A. Annual Report
and shall be open to the student body.

-

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
Donna Campbell, Chairman
Fred Asbell
Richard Reid
Howard Segars
Dick Spenser

-

ARTICLE XV
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ANNUAL REPORT
SECTION 1 The committee chairman must be a voting senate member
at the time of appointment and is to
chosen by E e senate with a clear
majority.
SECTION 2 - The committee chairman is to be chosen on or before the last
day of January of the Spring semester.
SECTION 3 The chairman may not
be serving or have served the previous
semester as chairman of any committee, standing or appointed.
SECTION 4 - All appointees to the
committee chosen by the chairman
must be approved by the senate with a
clear majority vote.
SECTION 5 Removal of the chairman must have a twdhirds majority
vote; removal of any member also shall
have a two-thirds majority vote.
SECTION 6 - The chairman shall be
directly responsible to the Senate.
SECTION 7 The four executive
officers, the business manager, and all
standing an appointed committees will
submit an annual report to the chairman to be approved by the senate
before publication.
SECTION 8 - All reports must be

-

-

- A SUNASU HEALTH PRODUCT A Complete And Balanced Combination Of Herbs, Vitamins,

kd Minerals - A11 Of Which Help The Body Regain Vigor
And Lost Vitality.
A 60 Oay Plan.
Call 435-M84

-

-

IH To Hold

Open House
On Wednesday evening, November 1,
the International House Program will
hold its annual "open house" for the
students of Jax State from 7:W:OO
p.m.
For this event, the entire facilities of
the International House will be open for
students to view. The student members
of the Program will serve as official
hosts.
The International House Program is
a state-approved, cultural exchange
program which had its genesis in 1946
with five students from France.
Presently the Program consists of
forty full-time Jax State studentstwenty foreign students, representing
nineteen different countries, and
twenty American students. To further
bridge existing gaps in understanding,
each foreign student has an American
roommate.
The officers and members of the
International House Program extend a
special invitation to the students of
Jacksonville State and look forward to
meeting you on November 1. Our motto
is "Know one another and you will love
one another."

Administration Views Expansion
By JIM OWEN
This reporter had a very informative
interview session with the Vice
President of Academic Affairs, Dr.
Theron Montgomery concerning the
sports scene at J.S.U.
Dr. Montgomery said that the sports
departments were being given as much
emphasis as can be given with the funds
that are now available.. -Dr.. Mon..
tgomery also expresseci that these
programs would be expanded when the
new sports complex is completed. And
this will form one of the most extensive
athletic programs that J.S.U. has ever
seen. Some of the sports mentioned are
tennis, golf, baseball, track, womens

gym~astics,and wrestIing.
At this time all of the sports except
wrestling have been started and here
are the facts concerning a wrestling
team. "The team will be in the future
for J.S.U. since we do not have the
facilities to handle this type of sports at
the present time also it would require
having a wrestling coach and J.S.U.
cannot budget this expense at this time,

but there is a small amount of money in
the athletic budget to begin the ground
work of such a program."

-

"OPINION" The situation of the
minor sports at J.S.U. is looking rosey
as the completion of the new sports 1
complex seems to signify the beginning
of another era in the life of college
1
sports for everyone.

.
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College Student's Poetry Anthology
The Mional Poetry Press
Announces Its

Pel1 Views
Bulldog Team

Spring Competition
The closing date for the submissionof manuscripts by College Students is

The Sanford University team is the
strongest in years. They have great
senior leadership to compliment their
size and experience.
The J.S.U. Gamecocks are proud to
be playing this game a t Anniston
instead of Birmingham. The sponsor of
the game The Anniston Quarterback
Club has made great concessions to our
student body.
This game will be a big contest for
both teams. This is evidenced by the
excellent games that we have had with
Sanford throughout the years.

NOVEMBER 5
ANY STUDENT attending either junior or senior college is eligible to submit
his verse. There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are
preferred by the Board of Judges, because of space limitations.

Each poem must by TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must bear
the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE ADDRESS
as well.
MANUSCRIPTSshould be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

JSU Ranks No. 5
According to the NAIA top 12 teams,
Jacksonville State was ranked number
five as of Octobei 27.

National Poetry Press
3210 Selby Avenue
F

Los Angeles, Calif. 90034
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AND COLORFUL
SOUVENIR SCHOOL GLASS
FILLEDWITH ICY COLD COKE

03

Buy a thick, juicy quarterpound BIG JACK burger and a
frosty cold COKET at Jack's
and you'll walk away with
a souvenir. While they last,
Jack's serves you a large
COKET in handsome,
heavy-bottom Jacksonville State
Glasses . . . in a size that's just
right for s~ppin'.You'll want
to collect a whole set. And you
can. 'cause the entire meal . . .
Big Jack burger, large Coke and
colorful souvenir glass is only 99c
That's an offer too good to refuse!

it's
the real
thins

IN ANNISTON: 1900 QUINTARD AVE.
1000 SOUTH QUINTARD AVE.
I N JACKSONVILLE: 602 SOUTH PELHAM RD.

